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Abstract 25 

This paper presents the application of the Biot-Allard model for characterisation of the porous 26 

structure of bread crumb. This model describes the wave propagation in porous materials and is 27 

commonly used for the evaluation of sound absorbing properties of soft poroelastic foams. Two 28 

different bread types, a fine grain bread (FGB) with small cells and a coarse grain bread (CGB) 29 

with larger gas cells, were analysed using both image analysis (IA) and ultrasonic techniques. 30 

IA figures for mean cell area, cell to total area ratio and number of cells/cm² were 0.25 and 0.47, 31 

0.32 and 0.41, and 112.8 and 81.6 respectively for FGB and CGB. The ultrasonic technique 32 

used non-contact air coupled transducers at ultrasonic frequencies. The phase velocity and 33 

attenuation of ultrasonic waves were measured in transmission and reflection experiments. 34 

These measurements confirmed the structural differences between the two different bread types 35 

and the usefulness of the Biot-Allard model for description of wave propagation in bread crumb 36 

for a wide frequency range. In addition, the use of non-contact ultrasound allowed estimating 37 

flow resistivity, open porosity, a measure for the size of the intersections in the crumb cell walls, 38 

and tortuosity which can be considered as a structural form factor. 39 

 40 
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1. Introduction  47 

Bread crumb is a composite multiphase structure with high porosity. It can be classified as a 48 

cellular solid (Keetels, van Vliet, & Walstra, 1996). The crumb cell walls mainly consist of 49 

starch, protein and water. These wheat constituents contribute to the structural architecture and 50 

the mechanical strength of bread. The final crumb structure is critical to consumer acceptance of 51 

baked products (Ponte, & Ovadia, 1996). Therefore, knowledge of the structural organization of 52 

bread is of critical importance for our understanding of the visual appearance of bread crumb 53 

and the concomitant consumer’s perception of bread quality.  54 

Bread crumb can be evaluated in different ways. Bread slices can be compared with a table of 55 

photographs to estimate porosity (Blaszcak, Sadowska, Rosell, & Fornal, 2004; Dallmann, 56 

1958). More advanced visual techniques include digital image analysis (Crowley, Graul, & 57 

Arendt, 2000; Sapirstein, Roller, & Bushuk, 1994; Zghal, Scanlon, & Sapirstein, 1999), and 58 

various types of microscopy (Blaszcak et al., 2004; Hayman, Hoseney, & Faubion, 1998; 59 

Stokes, & Donald, 2000). It has been well established (Povey, 1997) that ultrasound is a 60 

valuable tool for assessing key properties of the bread crumb structure. Recently, a low intensity 61 

ultrasonic transducer was placed in contact with slices of freeze dried bread (Elmehdi, Page, & 62 

Scanlon, 2003) to study the cellular structure of freeze dried bread crumb.  63 

Within the framework of cellular solids, Biot (1956a and b) established a theory on the wave 64 

propagation in fluid-satured porous media. Homogeneous isotropic porous materials are made of 65 

an elastic material constituting of a solid frame and a saturating fluid residing in the pores, i.e. 66 

the spaces not occupied by solid. Both solid and fluid phases are assumed to be continuously in 67 

connection with one another. Biot (1956 a and b) introduced an elaborate model of the elastic 68 

wave propagation in fluid saturated porous media fully taking into account the different 69 

coupling mechanisms between the phases, the wave attenuation due to the viscous friction, and 70 
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the elasticity of the solid skeleton. The theoretical description of wave propagation in such 71 

materials has constantly progressed with the contribution of many researchers (Allard, 1993). 72 

Together with the theoretical developments, experimental techniques were developed for the 73 

measurement of the relevant basic physical parameters of porous media. The measurement of 74 

flow resistivity, open porosity, and phase densities are now standard procedure. Furthermore, a 75 

number of authors (Champoux, & Allard, 1991; Johnson, Koplik, & Dashen 1987) adapted the 76 

original formulation of Biot (1956a and b) and introduced parameters with a clear physical 77 

interpretation which are closely related to the pore structure at the pore scale. Each parameter is 78 

related to the distribution of the fluid throughout the material and depends solely on the 79 

geometry of the pores. Measurement techniques (Allard, Castagnède, Henry, & Lauriks, 1994; 80 

Leclaire, Kelders, Lauriks, Glorieux, & Thoen 1996a; Leclaire, Kelders, Lauriks, Melon, 81 

Brown, & Castagnède 1996b) were developed to determine the parameters independently from 82 

one another. This progress has led to the Biot-Allard model which has a solid physical base. It is 83 

commonly used for characterization of the porous structure of sound absorbing foams and other 84 

porous samples. 85 

The aim of this work was to establish a proper method to characterize the porous bread crumb 86 

structure non-destructively and without pre-treatment and to obtain objective parameters to 87 

describe the three dimensional cellular structure of bread crumb by application of the Biot-88 

Allard model. Open porosity, tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic lengths of two 89 

different bread crumb structures are presented.  90 

 91 

92 
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2. Experimental 93 

Prior to describing the full experimental detail, it’s useful here to introduce some of the 94 

parameters of the Biot-Allard model. 95 

  96 

2.1. The high frequency approximation of the Biot-Allard model: definition of the principal 97 

parameters 98 

A complete description of the Biot-Allard model can be found in Biot (1992). Within the present 99 

context, we were interested in the high frequency regime of the wave propagation through 100 

porous materials. Biot (1956a and b) predicted the existence of three waves, two longitudinal 101 

and one transversal wave, traveling through both phases of the porous medium. For a wide 102 

range of materials and at sufficiently high frequencies, the elastic coupling between fluid and 103 

frame material can be neglected and the porous material can be considered to have a rigid frame. 104 

In these frequencies, the energy of an acoustic excitation is coupled to a fluid borne longitudinal 105 

wave, called the fast Biot wave, which travels mainly through the saturating fluid, in the present 106 

case air. The sound absorbing properties of the material are determined by this wave 107 

propagation and by the parameters of its wave number. Furthermore, these parameters can be 108 

related to the fluid distribution throughout the solid frame. The porous material can effectively 109 

be considered as an equivalent fluid with effective density eff  and an effective 110 

compressibility effK . This approach is often called the equivalent fluid model or the model by 111 

Allard, Champoux and Johnson (Allard, 1993; Champoux, & Allard, 1991; Johnson et al., 1987; 112 

Lafarge, Lemarinier, Allard, & Tarnow, 1997) who adapted the high frequency wave 113 

propagation in porous media as presented by Biot (1956a and b). The parameters that influence 114 

the wave propagation through an equivalent fluid material are flow resistivity  4
Ns

m
, open 115 
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porosity , tortuosity  , viscous characteristic length Λ (µm) and thermal characteristic length 116 

Λ’ (µm).  117 

 118 

2.1.1. Flow resistivity 119 

Flow resistivity is probably the most well known parameter influencing the sound absorbing 120 

behavior of foams. It is defined as 4 ,
P Ns

mQ
      

 where P  is the pressure drop over the 121 

material and Q is the steady state airflow per unit surface applied over a slice of material with 122 

thickness . 123 

 124 

2.1.2. Open Porosity  125 

Open porosity   is defined as the ratio of the fluid volume fV  to the total volume tV . It takes 126 

into account the open pores. Closed volumes are considered to be part of the solid and have an 127 

effect on the elasticity and the density of the porous frame. Porosity can be measured by 128 

applying the ideal gas law (Champoux, Stinson, & Daigle, 1991). In this work, we used a more 129 

recent technique (Fellah, Berger, Lauriks, Depollier, Aristegui, & Chapelon, 2003) based upon 130 

the expression of the reflection coefficient R at semi-infinite layer of porous material at normal 131 

incidence in the very high frequency regime.  132 

 133 

2.1.3. Tortuosity  134 

Due to the presence of the frame, the local fluid velocity does not have the same direction and 135 

magnitude. An acoustic wave traveling through a path of pores experiences a tortuous path 136 

which thus differs from a cylindrical path. As such, tortuosity can be interpreted as a structural 137 

form factor describing the path of connected pores. Intuitively one can understand tortuosity as 138 
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an adaptation to the density of air 0  due to the presence of the frame. Tortuosity   thus takes 139 

into account the difference in both direction and magnitude between the microscopical and 140 

macroscopical velocity and is defined as follows:  141 
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 (1) 142 

in which v


 is the microscopical velocity of an ideal gas. The denominator represents the 143 

macroscopic fluid velocity. The integration volume V is large compared to the mean pore 144 

diameter.  145 

 146 

2.1.4. Viscous characteristic length Λ 147 

The viscous characteristic length Λ introduced by Johnson et al. (1987) takes care of the 148 

frequency dependent viscous effects in the pores (at low frequencies the velocity profile in the 149 

pores approximates a Poiseuille flow, while at high frequencies the profile is more or less 150 

uniform). 151 
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 (2) 152 

where  2
wv r  is the microscopic velocity of a non-viscous fluid at the pore wall. The viscous 153 

characteristic length gives the ratio of the pore surface to the pore volume with weight factors: 154 

the squared microscopic velocity at the pore surface and in the bulk of the pore.  155 

 156 

2.1.5. Thermal characteristic length Λ’ 157 

To describe thermal effects, Champoux and Allard (1991) introduced a thermal characteristic 158 
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length Λ’, with a similar definition: 159 

 
'

2
,A
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 (3) 160 

The thermal length takes into account the frequency dependent compressibility due to the 161 

thermal energy exchange in the pores between fluid and frame (isothermal at low frequencies 162 

and adiabatic at high frequencies). Tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic lengths depend 163 

only on the geometrical configuration of the pores. Fig. 1 shows that, depending on the pore 164 

shape, Λ’ differs from Λ. For cellular materials, the thermal characteristic length is an 165 

estimation of the mean pore size (since this variable determines the heat flow), while the viscous 166 

characteristic length is an estimation of the intersections between the pores (since this variable 167 

determines the viscous effects). When a wave propagates in a pore, a constriction where the 168 

flow velocity is high influences the viscous interactions while a greater surface lends itself to 169 

more thermal energy exchange. In the case of cylindrical pores, the thermal length equals the 170 

viscous length. In other cases, Λ’ ≥ Λ. Allard (1993) provided evaluations for simple pore 171 

geometries of tortuosity and both characteristic lengths which made the relation between these 172 

parameters and the geometrical structure of the pores and their distribution more clear. Both 173 

characteristic lengths and tortuosity are defined as statistical averages of their microscopical 174 

values taken over a certain volume of the porous material that homogenizes the physical 175 

properties. 176 

 177 

2.2. High frequency approximation of the Biot-Allard model: determination of the principal 178 

parameters 179 

 180 

2.2.1. The rigid frame approximation 181 
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A porous material can be considered as an equivalent fluid when the coupling of the acoustic 182 

energy from the air to the skeleton of the pores is negligible. In this case, the three Biot waves 183 

are decoupled and the acoustic wave propagation occurs mainly in the fluid. The wave 184 

propagation through the fluid is described by the fast Biot wave (determined by  ,  ,  , Λ 185 

and Λ’). The two other propagating waves in the material are determined by the elastic 186 

constants, the density of the frame and the coupling between both phases. The equation 187 

governing the wave propagation throughout the porous medium is given by:  188 

 2 ,eff

eff

K
p p


    (4) 189 

where p is the pressure of the fluid in the pores. The viscous frictions between the solid and the 190 

fluid influence the complex density. The thermal exchanges influence the complex bulk 191 

modulus. Exact formulations of the effective density are only obtained in the case of simple pore 192 

geometry. The dynamic density is given by: 193 

   0 ,eff     (5) 194 

where ρ0 is the density of the free fluid and α(ω) is the dynamic tortuosity given by:  195 

    
0

1 .j G
   

 


 
  

 
 (6) 196 

Johnson et al. (1987) proposed an analytical function G(ω) that links the high and low frequency 197 

behaviour of the effective density: 198 

  
2

0
2 2 2

4
1G j

  
 

 


 (7) 199 

where η is the viscosity of the fluid ( air  = 1.8410-5 kg/ms ). G(ω) can be considered as a 200 

correction factor for the viscosity in the pores for which the flow differs from Poiseuille flow 201 

with increasing frequency. Similar to the G(ω) function, Champoux and Allard (1991) 202 
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introduced a function to describe the thermal interactions in the porous material. These effects 203 

are due to the thermal exchanges between the acoustic wave front, which propagates in the fluid 204 

phase and the solid frame. Lafarge et al. (1997) defined a dynamic compressibility incorporating 205 

the thermal characteristic length. The expression for the bulk modulus is: 206 
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 (8) 207 

P0 is the atmospheric pressure. The introduced function G’(ω)  takes the form:  208 
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   (9) 209 

At low frequencies in cylindrical pores the deformations of air are isothermal and the velocity 210 

profile of the air follows Poiseuille law. In the high frequency region, the deformations are 211 

adiabatic and the flow is uniform except for a thin layer close to the walls of the pores. The 212 

thickness of this layer is called the viscous skin depth: 213 

 
0

2


  (10) 214 

Using these equations (4-10) one can write the complex wave number k at sufficiently high 215 

angular frequencies ω as:  216 
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 (11) 217 

B² is the Prandtl number of the fluid,   is the ratio of the specific heats of the fluid, 0c  is the 218 

phase velocity of the fluid. Eq. (11) is critical in the evaluation of the defined parameters. One 219 

of the most critical characteristics of the Biot-Allard model is that it is applicable at frequencies 220 

at which the wavelengths exceed the characteristic dimensions of heterogeneities in the pores. In 221 

practice, this means that the wavelength is much greater than several solid bonds that make up 222 
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the pores. In this frequency regime two attenuation regimes can be identified. Both regimes are 223 

separated by a characteristic frequency cf



 , ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. This 224 

frequency is characteristic for the viscous frictions between solid and fluid. In the very high 225 

frequency regime, the wavelength becomes comparable to the size of the solid bonds; this is 226 

indicated by a characteristic frequency df . At this point, the acoustic wave experiences an 227 

increased attenuation due to scattering. This is discussed more into detail by Leclaire et al. 228 

(1996a).  229 

 230 

2.2.2. Determination of acoustic parameters 231 

A method for measuring tortuosity   has been proposed by Allard et al. (1994). Using Eq. (11) 232 

it can be shown that in the limit of very high frequencies  ,  0    the phase velocity of 233 

the acoustic wave in the pores tends to a constant and the ratio of phase velocities is given by 0c  234 

and 1c :  235 

 0

1

,
c

c
   (12) 236 

where 0c  and 1c  are the phase velocities in the air and the high frequency limit velocity in the 237 

porous medium. The phase velocity 1c  can be found by several methods. Time domain methods 238 

consist of determining the time difference between one or several periods of the reference and 239 

transmitted pulse or burst. Another way is to use a cross correlation between the reference and 240 

transmitted pulse. An elegant frequency domain approach was suggested by Sachse and Pao 241 

(1978) and considers the phase 0  of the reference pulse in the free air and that 1  of 242 

transmitted pulse traversing the sample. The tortuosity can then be estimated by using equation:  243 
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 (13) 244 

 245 

While the determination of tortuosity is based upon the estimation of the phase velocity of a 246 

transmitted wave, that of the viscous and thermal lengths is done by measuring the attenuation 247 

of the transmitted wave. The attenuation mechanisms which are taken into account into the rigid 248 

frame approximation of the Biot-Allard model are viscous and thermal effects. From Eq. (11) 249 

we can see that a measurement of the factor Q  which is the product of the quality factor Q  250 

with viscous skin depth  (Leclaire et al., 1996a and b) can yield information regarding Λ and 251 

Λ’:  252 
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   (14) 253 

 254 

 c  is the phase velocity, at  is the attenuation, 'k is the real part of the wave vector and ''k is 255 

the imaginary part of wave vector k . From the expression of the high frequency limit of the 256 

complex wave number k (Eq. (11)), it can be shown that: 257 

 
1

'

1 1
lim Q

B






     
 (15) 258 

Thus, at high frequencies Q  is constant and is determined solely by the viscous and thermal 259 

characteristic lengths and the properties of the gas. A separation of the contributions of  and 260 

' can be realized by measuring in different gasses (air, helium, forane). Classically the 261 

estimation of open porosity is done by using the ideal gas law (Champoux et al., 1991). 262 

Recently an ultrasound technique has been proposed by Fellah et al. (2003). At sufficiently high 263 
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frequencies, the reflection coefficient R at normal incidence  0   of semi-infinite slab of 264 

porous material depends only upon tortuosity and open porosity as indicated by:  265 
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 (16) 266 

  is the angle of incidence as indicated in Fig. 4b.  267 

It will be shown that ultrasound probing can indeed be used to provide a description of bread 268 

crumb as an isotropic, homogeneous, poroelastic medium for which the Biot-Allard model is 269 

applicable. 270 

 271 

2.3. Experimental techniques 272 

2.3.1 Bread making 273 

Flour samples (protein content 10.5% on dry basis; moisture content 13.8%) were milled from 274 

Legat wheat on a Buhler MLU-202 laboratory mill (Uzwill, Switzerland) according to AACC 275 

Method 26-31 (AACC, 1983). To vary the cell structure of bread crumb and obtain crumb with 276 

different Dallmann scores (Dallmann, 1958), two types of bread were prepared. Both types 277 

contained flour (1000 parts), compressed yeast (53 parts), water (590 parts), sucrose (60 parts) 278 

and salt (15 parts). Fine grain bread (FGB) recipe contained diacetyl tartaric acid esters of 279 

monoglycerides (DATEM, 50 parts) (Puratos, Groot-Bijgaarden, Belgium) to obtain a 280 

homogenous crumb with small gas cells. Coarse grain bread (CGB) recipe contained 0.5 ml of 281 

Aspergillus oryzae alpha-amylase (1000 U/ml; Megazyme, Bray, Ireland) per kg flour and the 282 

water added to the dough contained 5 mM CaCl2. The ingredients were mixed for 5.5 min at 20 283 

°C in a spiral mixer (De Danieli s.n.c., Legnaro, Italy), fermented for 90 min at 30 °C and at a 284 

relative humidity of 95%. Final proof was 36 min for FGB and 49 min for CGB, and baking was 285 
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40 min at 210 °C. For FGB 1.00 kg of the dough was baked in a sealed container to limit dough 286 

rise and oven spring resulting in a higher density and small crumb cells. For CGB dough was 287 

divided into pieces of 450g.  Bread was cooled for 180 min before loaf volume measurement by 288 

rapeseed displacement, weighed, and it was packed in hermetically sealed plastic bags to 289 

prevent moisture loss and to allow for moisture equilibration.  290 

The next day, the loaves were cut into slices of 3.5 mm thickness for IA and 8.0 mm for 291 

acoustical analysis using an electric slicer (Emga Mach F250, Mijdrecht, The Netherlands). 292 

Slice thickness was evaluated with a calliper. Slices were wrapped in aluminium foil to prevent 293 

moisture loss and further analysed. 294 

  295 

2.3.2. Digital image analysis (IA) 296 

For IA four breads of each type were analysed and from each bread four slices were measured. 297 

A single 40 x 40 mm field of view (FOV) was evaluated for each image. This FOV captured the 298 

crumb area of the centre of each slice. Images were captured using a flatbed scanner (Vuego 299 

Scan Brisa 610S, Acer Peripherals, Shizou, China) and supporting software (iPhoto Plus 4.0, 300 

Ulead Systems, Inc., Tapei, Taiwan). Images were scanned full scale in 256 gray levels at 300 301 

dots per inch (dpi) each comprising 470 columns by 471 rows of picture elements (pixels). 302 

Images were processed using the image processing toolbox of Matlab 6.1 (The Mathworks Inc., 303 

Natick, MA, USA). A threshold method was used for image segmentation (conversion to a 304 

binary image) according to Crowley et al. (2000). Crumb cell detection was conducted on the 305 

binary images. Three crumb grain features were isolated from the FOV, analyzed, and a crumb 306 

grain profile generated for each bread type. The crumb grain features chosen were mean cell 307 

area, number of cells/cm², and cell to total area ratio.  308 

 309 
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2.3.3 Flow resistivity, acoustic parameters  310 

Flow resistivity was measured according to ISO/DIS 9053 (1998). 311 

The absorption coefficient was measured in an impedance tube using a standardized technique 312 

(ISO/DIS 10534 Part 2, 1998). 313 

The experimental techniques to determine tortuosity, characteristic lengths and open porosity for 314 

bread crumb are based upon measurement of the phase velocity and attenuation of the fast, air 315 

borne, Biot wave traveling in the very high frequency regime and upon the use of Eq. (11). In 316 

this regime, the fluid in the pores can be considered as an ideal fluid. A transmission setup was 317 

used in two different gases to determine tortuosity and both characteristic lengths. A reflection 318 

setup was used to determine the open porosity of bread. For both setups, a pulse receiver 319 

(Panametrics Inc., PR5085, Waltham, MA, USA) was used as a function generator and amplifier 320 

unit. The registration of the time signals was performed using an oscilloscope (LeCroy 9310M, 321 

New York, NY, USA). The reflection setup in principle is the same as the transmission setup 322 

but emitter and receiver are now placed on the same side. For a reflection measurement at 323 

normal incidence, the same transducer can be used as an emitter and a receiver. Depending on 324 

the frequency range of interest, several sets of air coupled transducers (NCG50-S50, NCG100-325 

D25, NCT-201, NCT-202, The Ultran Group, State College, PA, USA), centered respectively at 326 

50 kHz, 100kHz, 120 KHz and 200 kHz, were used. These transducers give a burst of several 327 

periods which corresponds to their respective centre frequency. A set of broad banded capacitive 328 

transducers (Micro-Acoustics Instruments Inc., Ottawa, Canada) was used to cover a wider 329 

frequency range. These transducers thus generate a very narrow pulse in air.  330 

Tortuosity can be estimated by measuring the phase velocity of an ultrasonic wave traveling 331 

through a sample of bread of thickness t (Eq. (12)). A reference pulse or burst was induced and 332 

recorded by performing a measurement without the sample. Afterwards, the bread slice was 333 
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placed between both transducers and the transmitted pulse was recorded. 334 

For open porosity, the reflection coefficient was determined by first measuring an incident wave 335 

at normal incidence. For this measurement, the same transducer was used as emitter and 336 

detector. This was done by replacing the sample by a metal plate which perfectly reflects the 337 

incident wave. Afterwards, the same measurement was performed, but with the slice of bread in 338 

place. From the ratio of the frequency spectrum of both the incident and reflected waves, the 339 

reflection coefficient could be deduced and the open porosity could be estimated with the 340 

knowledge of the tortuosity. Breads (four) of each type were analysed and measurements were 341 

on three slices of each bread individually.  342 

 343 

344 
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3. Results and discussion  345 

3.1 Image analysis 346 

 347 

Slices of two different bread crumbs were analyzed using the presented image analysis and 348 

ultrasound techniques. Table 1 summarizes the results. A visual classification of the two 349 

different crumb types (Fig. 2) according to the Porentabelle (Dallman, 1958) already resulted in 350 

a clear distinction between FGB (class 8) and CGB (class 4).  351 

Table 1 presents typical crumb grain measurements for the individual images from the two 352 

bread types. In accordance with the visual observation, crumb of FGB and CGB differ clearly. 353 

The mean cell area for CGB was twice the area of FGB. Consequently, the number of cells/cm² 354 

of CGB is 37% higher than that of FGB (Table 1). The cell to total area of FGB was higher than 355 

that of CGB. FGB had a higher density or lower specific volume (Table 1) due to the limited 356 

expansion during baking, resulting in smaller cells with thicker cell walls.  357 

 358 

3.2 Validity of the Biot-Allard model 359 

 360 

For both bread crumbs, typically the value of critical frequency was in the order of 104 Hz (with 361 

measured flow resistivities   of 419 kNs
m

 for CGB and 440 kNs
m

 for FGB) for air (Table 1) 362 

and in the order of magnitude of 105 Hz for helium. 363 

Fig. 3a shows the phase velocities as a function of frequency on CGB in air and helium. The 364 

tortuosity was estimated using the measurement in air and the asymptotic regime, from which it 365 

is estimated, is indicated by an arrow. The measurements were performed using a broad band 366 

micro acoustic transducer and were confirmed by using the narrow band Ultran transducers (Fig. 367 

3a). According to the critical frequencies, the measured frequencies were in the high frequency 368 
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regime ( cf f ). Hence, one can use the phase velocity measurement as estimation for the 369 

tortuosity. The attenuation is given in Fig. 3b. It clearly shows that frequencies were still 370 

removed from the scattering regime (f ≤ fd). The attenuation indeed varies as  as predicted by 371 

the Biot-Allard model. When df f , the attenuation should increase due scattering (Leclaire, 372 

Kelders, Lauriks, Allard, & Glorieux, 1996c). The phase velocities were calculated using Eq. 373 

(11) and the measured acoustic parameters, indicated in Table 1. The correspondence between 374 

simulation and measurement in both gases (different wavelengths, Fig. 3a) provides further 375 

evidence that the correct frequency regime was such that we could apply the Biot-Allard model 376 

and extract its parameters.  377 

A final validation of the measured parameters can be found in Fig. 4. The absorption coefficient 378 

at low frequencies (102-103 Hz) as a function of frequency for CGB is presented here. The full 379 

circles indicate measured values while the solid line presents a calculation using the measured 380 

material parameters. As is the case for sound absorbing materials, the measured material 381 

parameters are thus able to predict the sound absorbing behaviour at much lower frequencies 382 

compared to the frequency range at which they are measured. The reasonable agreement 383 

between measurement and simulations confirmed at least the range of the parameters measured 384 

for CGB.  385 

 386 

3.3 Tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic lengths 387 

 388 

To obtain values for bread crumb tortuosity a narrow band Ultran transducer (NCT 202) was 389 

used. This transducer was used for its good signal to noise ratio and its frequency which is in the 390 

correct frequency regime to apply the Biot-Allard model. For FGB a tortuosity value of 1.17 391 

was found and for the CGB a value of 1.10 was found (Table 1). The differences between both 392 
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tortuosity values are small, but significant. 393 

For both bread crumbs air HeQ Q  . An explanation for this behaviour can be found from Eq. 394 

(15) and the results obtained from the image analysis. Pore sizes estimated from IA are of the 395 

order of mm². From an acoustical point of view, this means that the thermal effects (Eq. (8)) are 396 

in a different, much lower frequency range than the ultrasonic frequency range. A crude 397 

simulation using Eq. (8) shows that the maximum in thermal relaxation happens for 200f Hz . 398 

The attenuation of the ultrasound wave is determined solely by the viscous effects (Eqs. 5-7) or 399 

Λ (Qδair = QδHe = Λ). The compressibility at high frequencies is apparently purely adiabatic and 400 

the attenuation and phase velocity are therefore insensible to Λ’.This is also clear from the 401 

calculated phase velocity curves presented in Fig. 3a. For the thermal length, the pore sizes 402 

estimated in Table 1 were used. The phase velocity proved to be sensitive only for changes in 403 

viscous length Λ and tortuosity . 404 

Measurements of Qδ on both CGB and FGB are presented respectively in Fig. 5a and 5b in both 405 

air and He. The estimated values for Qδ are indicated in Table 1. A value of Qδair = 34 µm was 406 

found for FGB, while Qδair = 70 µm for CGB. These values are in accordance with the 407 

dimensions of small ‘voids’ within cell walls as shown by Stokes and Donald (2000) with 408 

environmental scanning microscopy. In general, very high attenuation is measured for different 409 

bread crumbs. Typical values of Qδair,He  for sound absorbing foams range between 5 µm up to 410 

several hundred microns. For bread, however, it was found that a Qδair,He of several microns 411 

proved to be a more representative value. The measurement of Qδ in either helium or air, 412 

however, yielded no significant difference for both crumb structures.  413 

 414 

3.4. Porosity 415 

 416 
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Image analysis can also be used to provide a crude estimation of the open fraction (cell to total 417 

area, Table 1) of the porous structure of bread crumb (Crowley et al., 2000; Zghal et al., 1999). 418 

However, the cell area obtained by IA on the basis of the examined surface of bread crumb is 419 

underestimated (Zghal et al., 1999). Ultrasound techniques provide with estimations which are 420 

consistently higher than the values obtained by IA. From the typical waveforms for bread crumb 421 

presented in Fig. 6, a porosity of 78% was estimated for FGB, while a value of 91% was found 422 

for CGB (Table 1). The porosity values are consistent with known gas volumes of baked loaves 423 

ranging from 75 to 85% depending on the bread type (Campbell, 2003).  424 

 425 

426 
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4. Conclusion 427 

For the first time, it was shown that the Biot-Allard model can be used for predicting the wave 428 

propagation through bread crumb for a wide frequency range (40 kHz up to 1MHz). Non contact 429 

ultrasonic measurement techniques based on the Biot-Allard model led to a thorough 430 

determination of different crumb grain features including open porosity, tortuosity and 431 

characteristic lengths. The parameters can be related to the geometrical features of the porous 432 

structure, leading to a clear and physically intuitive view for classification of bread crumb 433 

structure. In this way, it is not only a valuable addition to IA, but it offers also the possibility of 434 

a rapid ultrasonic screening method for bread crumb. The method is especially sensitive for very 435 

small holes or ‘voids’ in the cell walls. However, further measurements are needed to classify 436 

different bread crumbs and to determine the effects of certain additives on bread crumb.   437 

 438 

 439 

 440 

441 
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 Fig. captions 515 

Fig. 1. Example of a pore of a material considered as an equivalent fluid with an effective 516 

density ρeff and an effective compressibility Keff. The viscous characteristic length Λ represents 517 

the intersections between the pores and the thermal characteristic length Λ’ is an estimation of 518 

the mean pore size. 519 

Fig. 2. Sample gray level images of 40 x 40-mm field of view of 2 bread types. Fine grain bread 520 

(FGB, left) and coarse grain bread (CGB, right). 521 

Fig. 3. (a) Calculated (solid lines) and measured (dashed lines) phase velocity curves for CGB 522 

as a function of frequency in air (A) and helium (B). Measurements were with a broadband 523 

capacitive transducer. The critical frequencies (fc
air

, fc
He) and the asymptotic regime to calculate 524 

tortuosity (α∞) from the phase velocities (c0, c1) are indicated with arrows. Measurements with 525 

narrow band transducers are also indicated (full circles). (b) Attenuation as a function of 526 

frequency as calculated (solid line) and measured (dashed line) in air.  527 

Fig. 4. Calculated (solid line) and measured (full circles) absorption coefficient of CGB as a 528 

function of frequency measured in the impedance tube according to ISO 10 534 (PART 2, 529 

1998).  530 

Fig. 5. Measured Q  in air (dashed line) and helium (solid line) for CGB (a) and for FGB (b). 531 

Measurements were with a broadband capacitive transducer. Measurements with narrow band 532 

transducers are also indicated (full circles) for CGB. 533 

Fig. 6. Incident (grey line) and reflected (black line) waveform from a reflection experiment to 534 

determine crumb porosity. 535 

536 
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Figs. 537 
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Fig. 2 554 
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Fig. 3 560 
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Fig. 4 572 
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Fig. 5 574 
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Fig. 6 590 
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Tables 606 

Table 1: Crumb grain characteristics of two different types of wheat bread determined by digital 607 

image analysis and the Biot-Allard model using ultrasound. 608 

Bread type FGB CGB 

Specific volume (cm3/g) 2.43 ± 0.14 3.16 ± 0.11 

Mean cell area (mm²) 0.25 ± 0.01 0.47 ±  0.04 

Cells/cm² 112 ± 12 81.6 ± 9.0 

Cell to total area ratio 0.32 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.04 

Tortuosity (α∞) 1.17 ± 0.03 1.10 ± 0.02 

Flow resistivity (σ) (kNs/m4) 40 19 

Quality factor (Qδair) (µm)  34.2 ± 0.27 69.7 ± 1.04 

Porosity () 0.78 ± 0.04 0.91 ± 0.03 

 609 


